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This w
work aims to study
s
the beech chips torre
efaction in a continuous
c
pilo
ot-scale rotaryy kiln. The effe
ects of
opera
ating paramete
ers – temperature, residencce time and so
olid hold-up – on the tempeerature profile of the
solid b
bed along the
e kiln and the process
p
masss yield are eva
aluated. It has
s been verifiedd that an incre
ease of
the temperature levvel or residenc
ce time leads to a decrease
e of the proces
ss mass yield.. Furthermore, it has
at an increase
e of the solid hold-up tends
s to decrease the mass yieeld too. Studyiing the
been evidenced tha
erature profile along the kiln
n has enabled to locate the drying and torrrefaction zonees. Torrefactio
on only
tempe
beginss in the last third of the heating zone. It has also been
b
observed
d that an impportant solid hold-up
h
induce
es a slower he
eating of the biomass.
b
On th
he other side, for high temp
peratures and//or solid hold-u
up, the
bioma
ass temperatu
ure exceeded the set-point ttemperature, which evidenc
ces the occurrrence of exothermic
reactio
ons.

1. Inttroduction
Bioma
ass conversion is one of th
he major altern
natives to the use of fossil fuels. Althouggh some conv
version
ways, as direct com
mbustion, are well known, others, as co
o-combustion or gasificationn, are always under
develo
opment. For these proces
sses, some ttechnological and econom
mic barriers reemain. Indee
ed, the
bioma
ass is a hetero
ogeneous matterial, whose p
properties are dependant off the species uunder conside
eration,
the lo
ocation of harvvesting, etc. Moreover,
M
the energy density of biomass
s is very low (in compariso
on with
coal), which induce
es high transpo
ort costs. A grrinding step will
w often be req
quired to reduuce particles sizes to
ght dimension
n before its inttroduction in tthe burner. A solution can be
b to add a ppre-treatment step
s
in
the rig
the ch
hain of energy conversion (Svoboda et al. 2009). To
orrefaction is one of the prre-treatments under
evalua
ation and loo
oks promising
g to improve the viability of the energy
y and biofuells productions
s from
bioma
ass (Uslu et al. 2008).
Torreffaction is a the
ermal treatme
ent at low tem perature (250
0 – 300 °C) in an oxygen-freee atmospherre. The
torrefiied biomass iss hydrophobic, more homog
geneous, more
e brittle (Bergman et al. 20004) and has a larger
gy density tha
an the raw biomass.
b
Thiss is due to the degradatio
on of the bioomass compo
onents,
energ
uloses (Van der Stelt et al. 2
2011).
especcially hemicellu
Althou
ugh many stud
dies investiga
ated the torrefa
faction at lab-s
scale, just a fe
ew are conduucted at a pilot-scale
and p
present experrimental resultts (Ratte et a
al. 2011) or modelling
m
results (Casajuss 2010). Among the
reacto
ors potentiallyy suited to torrrefaction (Battidzirai et al. 2013),
2
the rota
ary kiln has bbeen chosen for
f this
study.. Indeed, this technology is
s frequently ussed at the ind
dustrial scale and
a can proceess a lot of material
m
types,, such as cokke, cement and minerals. O
Often used for biomass drying, it could eaasily be adapted for
torrefa
action. Finallyy, no work has
s been publis hed concernin
ng the torrefaction of woodd particles in a pilotscale rotary kiln.
In thiss work, several experimen
ntal runs are presented to
o evaluate the
e effect of opperating param
meters
(temp
perature level, residence tim
me and solid ho
old-up) on the
e mass yield of
o the process and on the to
orrefied
bioma
ass compositio
on.
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2. Material and methods
2.1 Material
Beech wood chips are used in this study. Their main characteristics are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Characteristics of wood chips
Wood specie
Particle length
Particle width
Particles thickness
Moisture content
Bulk density

Beech
5 - 15 mm
2 - 7 mm
1 - 3 mm
10 - 12 %
310 kg/m3

Moisture content of wood chips is determined in accordance with standard method NF EN 14774-1: 2010–
01 for each run.
2.2 Apparatus
The pilot rotary kiln consists of a rotating cylinder heated electrically. The cylinder is 4.2 m in length and
0.21 m in diameter and the inner wall is covered by a metal grid to increase the adhesion to the particles.
The slope can vary between 0 and 7 ° and the rotational speed between 1 and 21 rpm. The furnace is
composed of five independent heating zones, of 0.5 m length each, as presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the pilot rotary kiln
The temperature level of each zone can be controlled up to 1,000 °C (with an accuracy of ± 2 °C) and the
end of the cylinder is outside the furnace, which allows the cooling of treated biomass.
The feeding system, consisting of a hopper and a vibrating conveyor, is continuously weighed. The inlet
flow rate of wood chips can thus be controlled accurately. The cylinder is swept with a nitrogen flow to
have an oxygen-free atmosphere. Several thermocouples are disposed along the kiln to provide a
temperature profile inside the bed of solid.
At the end of the cylinder, torrefied wood chips are collected in a metal container. This one is closed
hermetically and swept with nitrogen to avoid the oxidation of the product during cooling.
Gaseous species produced by torrefaction are carried away from the reactor with nitrogen to a thermal
oxidizer. Volatile matters are thus destroyed before being vented out of the chimney.
2.3 Experimental runs
Wood chips flow in the rotary kiln has already been studied (Colin et al. 2013). A correlation between the
bed depth profile and the operating parameters has been established. This profile allows the calculation of
the solid hold-up – defined as the ratio between the volume of biomass in the cylinder and the volume of
the cylinder – and of the mean residence time (MRT) of biomass in the kiln. As the residence time and the
solid hold-up can be driven via the rotational speed, the inclination and the feed rate, the three parameters
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under investigation in this study are the temperature level, the residence time of biomass in the kiln and
the solid hold-up.
It has been chosen to use an isothermal setpoint temperature profile along the kiln to simplify the study.
Parameters of experimental runs are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Operating parameters (measured or computed) for the experimental runs
Setpoint
temperature
(°C)
250
280
280
280
270
300
270
270

Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Rotation
speed
(rpm)
2
2
4
4
2
2
3
3

Inclination
(°)
2
2
2
2
2
2
1.5
1.5

Inlet flow
rate
(kg/h)
4
4
4
8
4
4
6
8

MRT

Hold-up

(min)
69
69
35
33
69
69
55
56

(%)
9.8
9.8
4.7
9.6
9.8
9.8
11.7
16.4

When the steady state is reached, after typically 3 h, an empty container is then placed at the outlet of the
kiln. The torrefied wood is sampled for 1 h. The filled container is nitrogen-swept and weighed after
cooling. The mass yield η (in %), defined on a dry basis, is computed according to Eq (1).
=

× 1+

100

× 100

(1)

Where
is the mass of torrefied wood chips (in kg),
is the inlet flow rate of raw wood chips (in kg/h)
and is the initial moisture content (wt. %).
The solid is analysed in terms of volatile matter (VM) and ash contents (AC) in accordance with standard
methods AFNOR (NF EN 15148:2010-03 and NF EN 14775:2010-03, respectively). The fixed carbon
content (FC in %) can then be calculated according to Eq (2).
= 100 −

−

(2)

3. Results
Results of all runs are summarized in the Table 3.
Table 3: Mass yield, maximal temperature (Tmax) of the thermocouples and proximate analysis of torrefied
biomass for each run
Temperature
Mass
yield
Tmax
Thermo
(%)
(°C)
-couple
1
98.3
238
5
2
83.6
286*
5
3
89.4
277
5
4
87.1
287*
6
5
88.2
270
5
6
75.0
304*
5
7
89.8
260
5
8
88.7
277*
6
Raw
*setpoint temperature exceeded
Run

VM
(%)
83.6
76.8
80.2
79.5
79.2
72.1
80.3
80.1
85.0

Proximate analysis
FC
(%)
15.8
22.5
19.1
19.8
20.1
27.1
19.0
19.2
14.5

AC
(%)
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.5

3.1 Effects of temperature and residence time
To investigate the effect of temperature level, runs 1, 2, 5 and 6 are compared. These four experiments
have been carried with the same residence time and the same hold-up (see Table 2). In Figure 2, the
mass yield is presented as a function of the maximal temperature measured and as a function of the set
point temperature.
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Figure 2: Effect of the torrefaction temperature on the process mass yield
As expected (Almeida et al. 2010), the higher the temperature, the lower the mass yield. The slope of the
regression line depends on the considered temperature. Indeed, the two lines are crossing at around
270 °C, for a mass yield of 88.2 %. This could reflect that torrefaction becomes exothermic beyond a
certain temperature, here 270 °C.
The effect of the mean residence time can be evaluated by comparing the results of runs 2 and 4. The
higher the residence time, the lower the mass yield. In the two cases, the set point temperature is
exceeded by 6-7 °C and maximal temperatures measured are very close. In the range studied, the effect
of residence time on the exothermicity of reactions would be limited.
3.2 Effect of solid hold-up
The temperature profiles of the bed of solid are plotted on Figure 3 for runs 3 and 4. Vertical lines mark out
the five heating zones (HZi), and the two short thermally insulated zones (IZ).

Figure 3: Temperature profile along the kiln for runs 3 and 4
These two runs were performed with the same set point temperature (280°C) and a similar mean
residence time (about 34 min). The hold-up reaches 4.7 and 9.6 % for runs 3 and 4, respectively.
Fortunately, the torrefaction process starts in zones 3 or 4, depending on the operating conditions. The
three temperatures at the entrance (thermocouples 1, 2 and 3) are below 100 °C, since this part of the
cylinder is outside the heated shell. In the absence of temperature sensors in zones 1 to 2, drying and
heating of the dry solid bed cannot be characterized.
As expected, the temperature of the bed is higher for run 3 in zone 3. For indirectly heated rotary dryers,
heat transfer to the particles bed occurs mainly by conduction through the covered surface of the tube wall.
When the hold-up increases, this surface increases slower than the quantity of biomass to heat.
Consequently, when the solid hold-up is low, the rise in temperature is higher and torrefaction starts
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earlier. At the exit of
o the last hea
ated zone, a ssignificant diffference is obs
served betweeen the two run
ns. For
ature decreas
ses. On the ccontrary, for run
r
4, the tem
mperature is still increasin
ng and
run 3, the tempera
ature. The ma
aximum value measured for this run is 2887 °C. One pla
ausible
overshoots the set point tempera
nation is the appearance
a
of exothermic rreactions in th
he particles be
ed. When the hold-up is hig
gh, the
explan
overall heat of reacction cannot be
e evacuated a
and a thermal runaway take
es place in thee bed, resulting
g in an
ot leads to a mass
m
yield lowe
wer for the run 4 than
abnorrmal temperature increase. This temperatture overshoo
for the
e run 3 (87.1 and
a 89.4 %, re
espectively) ass presented in
n Table 3.
3.3 Im
mpact of torre
efaction on biiomass comp
position
The vvolatile matter content of torrefied biomasss has been co
orrelated with the mass yieldd, as can be seen
s
in
Figure
e 4.

Figure
e 4: Effect of torrefaction
t
on
n volatile matte
ers content of biomass
The rraw biomass is placed at the mass yyield of 100 %.
% As expected, the volattile matters content
c
decreases linearly when the torrrefaction yield
d decreases. This
T
results in
n an increase of the fixed carbon
c
ontent also slig
ghtly increase
es but remains
s very small (b
below 1 %).
content. The ash co
he volatile ma
atter content could be useed as a torrefaction
From these observvations, it appears that th
M
the volatile matte
er content to estimate
e
the mass
m
yield will be especially useful
severity indicator. Measuring
aluate the inter-particles hom
mogeneity of a large sample
e.
to eva

4. Co
onclusions
The to
orrefaction of beech chips has
h been succcessfully cond
ducted in a co
ontinuous pilott rotary kiln. Several
S
runs h
have been neccessary to eva
aluate the imp
pact of operatiing parameterrs on the behaaviour of wood
d chips
in the kiln. As expected, an increase in the ressidence time or
o in the tempe
erature level innduces a mas
ss yield
nfirms results obtained at tthe lab-scale. Another para
ameter of impportance is the
e solid
decrease. This con
up. Increasing this paramete
er surprisinglyy tends to decrrease the mas
ss yield too.
hold-u
The fiinal product has
h been charracterized in tterms of prox
ximate analysis. The torrefieed product co
ontains
less vvolatile matterr than the raw
w beech. The fixed carbon is so more concentrated.
c
The volatile matter
content appears to be a suitable indicator of th
he torrefaction severity.
n that a high
h temperature
e and/or a high solid hold-up promote the appearance of
It hass been shown
exothe
ermic reaction
ns. Such reac
ctions have be
een highlighte
ed and discus
ssed but the cconjugated efffect of
opera
ating paramete
ers on this phe
enomenon rem
mains difficult to evaluate.
For fu
urther investig
gation of these interactionss, experimenta
al results will be used to vvalidate a pre
edictive
model under devellopment. This model is bassed on a soliid transportation model of the wood chips, on
mal transfer equations
e
and
d on thermall degradation
n kinetics. It aims to preedict accurate
ely the
therm
erature profile of the biomas
ss bed along the kiln during
g torrefaction, to calculate tthe solid mass
s yield.
tempe
This m
mass yield willl then be corre
elated with torrrefied wood properties such
h as grindabilitty.
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